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Abstract
Internet worms are automated intrusion agents, pose a major 
threat to Internet infrastructure security. Security experts manually 
generate the signature tree called as polytree, which composed of 
two components called signature generator and signature selector. 
This polytree creates the signature history of different types of 
polymorphic worms of attacks undertaken. In this paper we 
propose a combination of automated signature generation system 
with the Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (IDPS) to 
find the attacker in the network.
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I. Introduction
Intrusion detection is the event monitoring process in the network 
[4], which violates the security policies or standard security 
practices. Intrusion detection and prevention system is the 
software, which detects the attackers when they violate the site 
security policy. IDPS can alarm the network administrator when 
it finds any reconnaissance happening in the system and protect 
the internal network. 

A. Types of IDPS Technologies

1. Network-Based
Monitors the network traffic and commonly deploys at the 
boundary between the networks. 

2. Wireless
Checks the wireless traffic for suspicious activity and it cannot 
identify the in application or higher layer protocols.

3. Network Behaviour Analysis (NBA)
Identify the threats that generates unusual traffic flows,such as 
DDOS attacks.

4. Host Based
Monitors the characteristics and events of a single host. 

Fig. 1: Simple Architecture for Intrusion Detection and Prevention 
System

B. Detection Methodologies
IDPS uses following methodogies for detecting incidents. Most 
IDPS uses combination of methodogies to detect emerging 
threats.

1. Signature-Based Detection
Most common method used in antivirus softwares, which compares 
the signature with observed events. 

2. Anamoly-Based Detection
Detects the computer intrusions and classify the events as normal 
or anomolous.

3. Stateful Protocol Analysis
This method identifies deviations of protocol states by comparing 
observed events with predetermined profiles of generally accepted 
definitions of benign activity.

Fig. 2: Detection Mechanism –Anamoly Based

II. Existing System
To defend against the worms present in the network, the samples 
of worms has been collected from the system of attacks being 
caused [7]. And the signatures are produced manually by security 
experts after the damage has been caused. The worms without 
accurate signatures, they cannot effectively detect polymorphic 
worms [1]. The detection of worms is done by Intrusion Detection 
System [4]; it just detects the worms from the sample populated 
in the polytree.

III. Proposed System
In this paper, the signature detection and anomaly detection is used 
in checking network traffic. INTERNET WORMS pose major 
threats to the network security and degrades the performance of 
the system. The systematic approach of network based signature 
generation to create an accurate polytree and to automate the 
incremental signature tree generation algorithm [3], by using the 
technique of Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (IDPS), 
which defines a more specific relation of new signature model 
that allows two signatures to be compared to determine if one is 
a more specific form of the other
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Fig. 3: Demonstration of the Automated Incremental Signature 
Tree Generation Process

A. Automated Incremental Signature Tree Generation 
Algorithm
The Automated signature tree generation method is portrayed in 
signature tree generator in polytree system [7]. Auto Signature 
tree update algorithm includes three steps with new sample f. The 
Steps are Sample clustering, Signature Refinement, Signature tree 
construction. The algorithm below f is new captured sample and 
o as split parameter.

Algorithm 1: AutoSigTreeUpdate(f, o)
1. Find a node Cbelong in the signature tree such that f belongs 
to Cbelong.sig and Cbelong is in the highest level
2. Cbelong← Cbelong U {f}  
 /* step 1. sample clustering */
3. if Cbelong has a subset Cnew = {f1,f2,f3,…..,fo}
4.Malign(Cnew) ≤ Cbelong.sig then
  /* step 2. signature refinement */
  /* step 3. signature tree construction*/
  Cbelong ← Cbelong  / Cnew;
  add Cnew as a child of Cbelong in the  signature tree;
// split a new node Cnew from Cbelong 
Cnew.sig ← Malign(Cnew);
SinkSamples(Cnew) ;

(i). for all of node C such that C ≠ Cnew,
C:level = Cnew:level and C.sig < Cnew:sig, 
do
MoveSubtree(C, Cnew);  // move C to Cnew as
a child

(ii).  if C is a child of Cbelong and Align(C:sig;Cnew:sig)
< Cbelong:sig, then create a new node
Cparent = {} as a child of Cbelong;
Cparent:sig ← Align(Cnew:sig;C:sig);

(iii). MoveSubtree(Cnew, Cparent) ;
MoveSubtree(C, Cparent);

(iv). SinkSamples(Cparent);

Algorithm 2: IDPS Algorithm
Input: A Collection of Files from Network
Process: Check Algorithm 1 (AutoSigTreeUpdate)
Output: Malware and Clean Signature Databases
Read a malware file;

Run IDPS software on the file;
Output the generated rules to create the malware signature 
database.

B. Generating Signature Tree for Multiple Polymorphic 
Worms
To generate signatures of the attacks by extracting their invariant 
parts and any two signatures can be compared in terms of specifics 
according to definitions and also organize the generated signatures 
into a tree. One obvious benefit of the tree organization would 
be that the signature tree that would reflect and illustrate logical 
relations between these attacks and shed light on how worm 
variants evolve over time.

Fig. 4: Generating User Signature from Activities

V. Conclusion
Methods to shield against polymorphic worms are not so effective. 
Even though there are lot many inventions evolved with many 
advancements, the worms creates problems to the applications 
in the network. To solve this problem, proposed software is 
designed to quickly detect the intruder by Intrusion Detection 
and Prevention System (IDPS) and automating the process of 
incremental tree signature generation. The future enhancement 
of this work is to take over the idea in Cloud computing for 
protecting against malware.
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